
3ème and 2nde RECOMMENDED READING LIST 2013

MODERN TEENAGE FICTION

Jay Asher 13 Reasons Why Clay receives a box containing 13 cassettes - all 

different reasons why his ex-girlfriend killed herself. This is deep & emotional stuff.

Ann Brashares My Name is Memory Highly original and entertaining teen novel 

about reincarnation.

Kevin Brooks iBoy Vicious novel about a boy with a shattered iphone stuck in his 

brain resulting in special powers. Warning, this is no fairy-tale.

Tracy Chevalier Girl With a Pearl Earring Fictional story of the young woman 

in Vermeer’s famous painting.

Lucy Christopher Stolen: A Letter to My Captor Gripping story of a girl 

snatched at an airport and taken to a new life in an unknown desert country.

Rachel Cohn Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist Really funny, sassy and 

sexy teen tale about love on the rebound. Set over one long night, drenched in very 

cool music.

Jenny Downham You Against Me Unflinching and brave novel about guilt, 

revenge and solving a serious sexual crime. A gripping & unflinching thriller.

John Green Paper Towns A popular school girl goes of the rails & is helped by a 

friend from her days in nursery school in this dark American road trip comedy.

John Green Will Grayson, Will Grayson Funny & original read about two boys 



both called Will Grayson who coincidentally meet, with their stories told in 

alternating chapters.

Matt Haig The Radleys Two teenagers who don’t realize they’re vampires taste 

blood for the first time. Funny, observant and original dark, comic thriller.

Sam Hawksmoor The Repossession Wild thriller about the disappearance of 34 

children & a teenager who can sense their presence. Great mix of science fiction & 

horror.

Nick Hornby SLAM Hornby’s first teen novel is a touching look at a boy obsessed 

with skate-boarder Tony Hawk. A great slice of real teenage life.

Maureen Johnson 13 Little Blue Envelopes Ginny is left a series of 

instructions in follow, in 13 steps, from a dead aunty to claim an inheritance. Quirky, 

amusing & life affirming.

Stephen Kelman Pigeon English Gritty and funny book about a boy from Ghana 

trying to adapt to life in an inner-city estate, whilst struggling with the local gang-life.

Sarah Mlynowski 10 Things We Shouldn’t Have Done Great teen read of 

two sixteen year old best friends abandoned to live on their own for a year. Funny, 

quirky and over the top.

Morgan Matson Amy & Roger’s Epic Detour Two teens go on a road-trip 

across America. Funny, moving, cute & most of all a book that’ll give you a really 

warm feeling.

Lauren Oliver Delirium & Pandemonium Scientists eradicate love. The 

government demands that all citizens receive “the cure” upon turning 18. Highly 

original futuristic thriller.

Lauren Oliver Before I Fall Sam is killed in a car crash on Friday. The next 

morning she wakes up to relive the same day over and over again.



R J Palacio Wonder Dark, funny & touching story of a boy born with an 

unspecified facial deformity. Destined for modern classic status.

Ransom Riggs Miss Peregrine’s Home For Peculiar Children A teenager 

explores an abandoned orphanage on a remote Welsh island. This highly original 

novel mixes photography into the mystery.

Meg Rosoff There is no DOG God is a 17 year old boy who is in love with Lucy, 

a trainee zookeeper in this irrelevant comedy satire where God’s a real slob.

Marcus Sedgwick White Crow Story of two girls' friendship over a long, hot, 

summer, interwoven with a 17th century tale of bizarre experiments into the 

afterlife.

Alexie Sherman The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian Really 

funny tale of a native-American-Indian boy trying to integrate into an American high 

school. I loved it. Cynical & dark.

CULT CLASSICS

Douglas Adams Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy Series Earth is set to be 

destroyed as it is in the way of a new galactic super-highway. Enduring 1970s 

comedy cult classic.

Max Brooks World War Z: An Oral History of the Zombie War Highly 

original, written as fact, journalistic account of the fight against a zombie holocaust. 

Real, gripping & scary as hell.

Anthony Burgess A Clockwork Orange Burgess’s still infamous nightmare 

vision of youth in revolt as 15-year-old Alex is sent to prison, for rape, to be 

reconditioned.

Iain Banks The Wasp Factory Stunning debut novel from Banks about a 



strange, dysfunctional family in the north of Scotland with murder on their mind. 

Nasty.

John Christopher Death of Grass Vicious & prophetic tale of anarchy in the UK 

after a food shortage brings the country to its knees. A violent, prophetic & stylish 

read.

Michael Faber Under the Skin Bizarre story of a woman hunting for male hitch-

hikers in the Highlands. Nothing is what it seems in this cruel, evil novel ....

Alex Garland The Beach The ultimate backpacker novel! A young traveller finds 

a hidden beach near Thailand, but the dream soon turns into a nightmare.

Katie Kitamura The Long Shot Brilliant look at a revenge rematch, four years in 

the making, in the violent world of mixed martial arts between the champ & 

challenger.

Jeff Long The Descent & Deeper Absolutely terrific horror thriller in which a 

series of tunnels leads to the discovery of a dangerous new species living 

underground.

Richard Matheson I Am Legend The last man on earth finds he is not alone in 

this acclaimed novel about vampires, survival and the extinction of mankind.

Nick McDonnell Twelve Hypnotic trip around the drug spots and characters of 

New York as dealer White Mike does his rounds of selling.

Patrick Ness The Knife of Never Letting Go Series In a town populated 

only by men. Everyone has the ability of hearing each others thoughts. Highly 

original, dystopian thriller.

Chuck Palahniuk Fight Club Gripping and mesmerizing tale about schizophrenia, 

soap and illegal bare-knuckle fighting. A true, sleaze filled, cult classic.

Ross Raisin God’s Own Country A teenage recluse becomes obsessed with 



the new girl living on the neighbouring farm. Dark and sinister look at teenage 

alienation.

William Sutcliffe Are You Experienced? A travelling holiday in India turns into a 

hilarious nightmare for Dave – a 19 year old who hates travelling. 

Kevin Sampson Away Days Thumping look at Tranmere football hooligans in the 

late 1970s.

Scott Sigler The Rookie (GFL Series) Inter-Galactic, planet hopping, American 

football, set 5000 years in the future, with aliens playing in the same teams as 

humans.

Scott Sigler Earthcore Platinum miners dig deep into the earth and get much 

more than they bargained for in this vicious horror thriller. Brilliant.

Daniel Suarez Deamon & Freedom Exciting account of a dead computer genius 

who reaps revenge on the world with a computer program he created called 

“Daemon”.

Koushun Takami Battle Royale Teenage children are chosen to fight to the 

death on a remote island. All for television. This was a major influence on The 

Hunger Games.

Dan Wells I Am Not A Serial Killer Shockingly nasty thriller about a trainee 

mortician. Now a trilogy.

RELATIONSHIPS

Julie Burchill Sugar Rush & Sweet Kim secretly falls in love with her new best 

friend Maria (‘Sugar’).

Kate Cann Diving In (Art & Col Trilogy) Very funny and touching novels 

about a teenage girl struggling with her first serious relationship. Highly 



recommended.

Sara Manning Let’s Get Lost The wild and dangerous Isobel falls head over 

heels in love with Smith in this witty and heart breaking relationship novel.

Kirsten Reed The Ice Age Sparse portrayal of a teenage girl travelling across 

America with an older man. Strange  and odd.

William Sutcliffe New Boy Funny and realistic look at sex, the horrors of school, 

the homoerotic undercurrents of rugby and life in the 6th form. Hilarious.

Kristen Tracy Lost It Tess starts a relationship with a new boy at school.

Jeanne Winterson Oranges Are Not The Only Fruit Poignant study of a 

teenager struggling with her sexuality & the domineering religious influence of her 

mother. A modern classic.

TEENS GOING OFF THE RAILS

Sherry Ashworth Disconnected An A-Grade student loses interest at school and 

her life quickly spirals out of control. Has much to recommend.

Jen Ashworth Cold Light Complex story of teen life in the North of England, the 

power of

friendship & the perils of exploring sexuality too soon. Riveting.

Kevin Brooks Black Rabbit Summer A fairground prank goes horribly wrong in 

this amazing thriller.

Jennifer Brown The Hate List Valerie is implicated in the aftermath of a school 

shooting, as she helped her dead boyfriend compile the “Hate List” of the 

murdered.



Melvin Burgess Junk Powerful novel about two teenagers whose lives begin to 

spin out of control when they discover drugs in this modern cult classic.

Jenny Downham Before I Die Engrossing look at teenage terminal illness. 

However, this ultimately uplifting book is a celebration of life, not death.

Anthony McGowan The Knife That Killed Me Stunning thriller set in a school 

rife with extreme bullying and a boy who is sucked into a gang against his will. 

Gripping all the way.

Jane Rogers The Testament of Jessie Lamb A terrorist virus prevents 

women from having children. Jessie sees no future for herself until a doctor gives 

her a proposal…

FANTASY NOVELS

Joe Abercrombie Heroes Three men. One battle. But no heroes. A truly 

tremendous read as the North hurtles towards civil war. Dark, sinister, violent and 

original.

Peter Brett Painted Man & The Desert Spear Totally brilliant tales of a world 

haunted by demons until a boy finds a way to fight the darkness. Brutal, brilliant and 

scary.

Terry Brooks Sword of Shannara Series Enjoyable fantasy series which has a 

huge world-wide following.

Trudi Canavan Age of the Five Series Amazing series about a girl who 

becomes a powerful sorceress.

Simon R Green Shadowsfall Highly original fable of the place where old legends, 

cartoon characters and stories go to die. Bizarre and brilliant.

Lian Hearn Across the Nightingale Floor Series Absolutely tremendous 



novel about the search for a boy with special powers, after his family have been 

killed by an evil warlord.

Robert Jordan Eye of the World (Wheel of Time Series) Truly breathtaking 

in scope, story and sheer size. This huge series is one of the very the best fantasy 

series ever written.

Stephen King The Talisman Bleak fantasy about a boy who has the ability to flip 

into another world, full of monsters and demons. I loved it.

Stephen King The Gunslinger (The Dark Tower Series) This huge, dark, 

fantasy series has vision, ambition, excitement and is heavily influenced by 

spaghetti western films.

George R R Martin A Game of Thrones (5 book series) What can I say 

about possibly the best fantasy series ever written? Staggering, genius, addictive, 

brutal & amazing. 

China Mieville Railsea Mind-bogglingly original tale of a world that exists because 

of its complex railway infrastructure.

Patrick Rothfuss Kingkiller Chronicles Breathtaking, adult fantasy, currently 2 

books, moving, gripping, musical & so good it will take your breath away. 

Remarkable.

Brandon Sanderson Mistborn Trilogy Wonderful epic fantasy trilogy, in a battle 

against the Dark Lord.

Mark Newman Nights of Villjamur Series Complex, intelligent, multi-layered 

fantasy set in an Island world expecting a new ice age. Mature, clever & brilliant 

fantasy.

Brent Weeks The Black Prism Series A powerful emperor discovers he has a 

son living in a far-flung land. What will he do to preserve his power?



SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS

Stephen Baxter Flood & Arc A hole in the Earth’s core causes a world-wide flood. 

Set in London,  this gripping story details, how very slowly, everything is reclaimed 

by the flood. Very, very believable.

Scott Orson-Card Ender’s Game Series Brilliant read set in a training school for 

battleship and fighter pilots, in the quest to defeat the alien race “The Buggers”.

Michael Cobley Seeds of Earth Series Earth is attacked without warning in this 

intense novel which charts mankind’s trying to avoid extinction. A superb series.

Joe Halderman Peace & War Trilogy William Mandella is fighting in a distant 

interstellar war. However, whenever he returns to Earth after a tour of duty 

centuries have past. One of the pinnacles of 1970s science fiction.

Frank Herbert Dune Series Cult classic set in a rich drugged up desert world 

stalked by huge worms.

William Hertling A.I. Apocalypse An entire civilisation of artificial beings (AIs) 

take over the world.

Ted Hoyle The Black Cloud Rip-roaring tale of a huge cloud, which seems to be 

moving towards Earth. Is this the first intelligent alien contact?

Aldous Huxley Brave New World Huxley’s nightmare vision of the future. Hugely 

influential novel.

Stephen King The Long Walk Grim futuristic tale of a killer walking race, in which 

the US Government selects 100 boys to compete. The penalty of stopping is death.

Stephen King Cell An unexplained pulse on all mobile phone networks turns the 

majority of the population into vicious killers. High quality thriller.



Stephanie Meyer The Host Dark psychological thriller about alien parasites 

invading earth via mind control & killing off the human personality.

Larry Niven Footfall Earth is invaded by creatures that resemble baby elephants 

inthis tremendous end-of-the-world epic. 1970s SF at its very best.

Larry Niven Lucifer’s Hammer The king of disaster novels. A huge comet hits 

earth and destroys most of the world. 1970s science fiction at its peak. 

Tremendous.

Philip Palmer Version 43 “Version 43” is a Cyborg policeman (killed 42 previous 

times) sent to clean up a murder of a dangerous planet. Staggeringly brilliant!

Cherie Priest Bone Shaker Series Top notch steam-punk novel, in which a 

zombie infested Seattle is sealed behind a gigantic wall in this engaging alternative 

history.

Beth Revis Across the Universe & A Million Suns SF thriller about a girl, 

cryogenically frozen, who is woken up 50 years too early & suspects someone is 

trying to murder her.

Adam Roberts The Snow It doesn’t stop snowing for years, the world is 

destroyed, but man somehow survives underneath miles & miles of snow.

Westerfeld Uglies Quartet In the future plastic surgery is taken to the extreme. 

Those who reject the process are known as “Uglies” and cast out of civilized 

society.

Chris Wooding Retribution Falls Series A stunner. Funny, irrelevant and 

original. The adventures of the crew of a pirate space-ship. Top notch steam punk 

adventure.

COMEDY



Carl Hiaasen Flush A hilarious tale of sewage and the seedy underbelly of Florida, 

from one of the funniest, most original crime writer around.

John Kirkbridge Thank You For Your Application Quite exceptional novel 

about a would-be writer who works as a typist. Has truly hilarious consequences. 

Really funny.

Carolyn Mackler The Earth, My Butt and Other Big Round Things 

Fantastically funny teenage novel about a girl trying to lose a few pounds. Even 

includes the “Fat Girl Code Of Conduct, but be warned it has a message side along 

with the humour.

Nikesh Shukla Cocunut Unlimited Three Asian school boy form a rap-band at 

the end of the 1980s.

Lauren Weisberger The Devil Wears Prada Really funny story of a young 

intern climbing the greasy pole of an international fashion magazine. Also became 

a big hit film.

PRE 20TH CENTURY CLASSICS

Jane Austen Emma Classic novel in which Emma has to come to terms with her 

own mistakes as well as other peoples.

Jane Austen Pride and Prejudice Classic romantic fiction with plenty of humour 

provided by the ‘comedy of manners’ typical of Jane Austen.

Emily Brone Wuthering Heights Truly timeless novel of doomed love, family & 

unspoken secrets.

Mary Shelley Frankenstein The fable of the scientist who creates a man-

monster, only to see it inflict murder on the human race.

Bram Stoker Dracula Classic tale of the vampire count. Nothing like most of the 



films made in its name; and far more frightening, sinister & gothic.

HG Wells War of the Worlds The Martians invade earth in this classic invasion 

story.

COMING OF AGE NOVELS

Megan Abbott The End of Everything A 13 year old girl tries to cope with the 

disappearance of her best friend in this highly original novel seen through the eyes 

of a teen.

Megan Abbott Dare Me Addy & Beth are best friends on the high school 

cheerleading team. However, things change when the school appoints a new cheer 

coach.

J G Ballard Empire of the Sun Ballard’s famous autobiographical novel about 

his teenage years in Shanghai during World War 2 after he loses his parents.

Lynn Barker An Education Riveting memoir of school, first love & dropping out in 

1960s England.

Judy Blundell What I Saw and How I Lied Set in 1940s USA, written in movie-

noir style, this original coming of age tale, about falling for the wrong guy, is a treat 

on every level.

Stephen Chbosky The Perks of Being a Wallflower Beautiful look at youth 

life through the eyes of a very quirky teenager. Musical, touching & lovely to read & 

savour.

Tom Clempson One Seriously Messed Up Week Seriously funny comedy 

about a teenager trying to find a girlfriend whilst studying for his GCSEs. A really 

great laugh.

Joe Dunthorpe Submarine Funny tale of a 15 year old trying to find a girlfriend 



before he turns 16. I never realized Welsh people could be so funny.

John Green Looking for Alaska Very quirky coming of age novel set in an 

American boarding school. However, tragedy strikes half-way through the book.

John Green An Abundance of Katherines Colin has had 19 girlfriends, all 

named “Katherine”, whilst on a road-trip he decides to try and change his messed 

up life.

Harper Lee To Kill a Mockingbird Classic look at childhood and growing up in 

the deep South of America in the 50s, with racism and segregation the back-drop.

J D Salinger Catcher in the Rye Ground-breaking rebellion novel featuring two 

days in the life of a cynical teen expelled from school. A magnificent study of 

alienation.

Tobias Wolff This Boy’s Life Moving autobiographical novel about a teenager 

growing up with an abusive step-father in Canada and a flaky mother.

20TH CENTURY CLASSICS

Truman Capote Breakfast at Tiffany’s Lyrical & obsessive story of a woman 

using her charms to climb the New York social ladder, seen through the eyes of her 

neighbour.

Ian Fleming Casino Royale Discover James Bond in the first of the classic 

thriller/spy novels.

E M Forster A Room With a View A group of English ex-pats live a quaint life in 

Florence.

Alain Fournier Le Grand Meaulnes Classic exploration of the twilight world 

between boyhood & manhood. Strangely hypnotic pre-World War One French 

novel.



Susan Hill I’m the King of the Castle Terrifying and brooding thriller centring 

on complex servant master family relationships. Original & challenging in every 

possible way.

Ian McEwan The Cement Garden A perverse but enchanting book about 

orphaned children who, without adult guidance, slip into an unpleasant wilderness.

Erich Maria-Remarque All Quiet on the Western Front World War One & 

trench warfare, as seen through the eyes of an anonymous German soldier. A 

genuine anti-war classic.

Pa trick O’Brian Master & Commander Series of adventure novels set on one 

of Lord Nelson’s battle ships. missions of and off the ship’s of Nelson’s fleet.

George Orwell Animal Farm The animals of Manor Farm find the pigs as nasty 

as their human masters. One of the leading political satires of the 20th century.

Charles Portis True Grit A girl tries to avenge her father’s death in this western 

novel.

Muriel Spark The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie Beautifully crafted short novel 

about the teacher of a clique of of bright girls in a posh school in 1930s Edinburgh.

MODERN 20th-CENTURY ADULT NOVELS

Ray Bradbury Fahrenheit 451 Books are banned in this legendary novel, whilst 

“firemen” scour the frightened, suppressed, cities for those who hide books.

Emma Donoghue Room Jack is five and lives with his mother a single, locked 

room. They don’t have the key. Highly original, recent, bestseller.

Paolo Giordano The Solitude of Prime Numbers Lovely novel charting the 

lives of two loners, who become friends as children, but struggle to connect as 

adults.



Susan Hill The Beacon Beautiful novel about a family torn apart when the brother 

publishes his memoirs claiming he was abused as a child.

Khalid Hosseini Kite Runner A complex look at family life in Afghanistan in the 

1970s.

Suzanne Kaysen Girl Interrupted Autobiographical novel about a young woman 

in a psychiatric hospital in the late 1960s.

Dorothy Koomsom Ice Cream Girls Intelligent psychological thriller about two 

teenagers who are involved in a crime, that returns to haunt them 20 years later.

David Nicholls One Day Famous comedy set on 15th July over a twenty year 

period.

Joyce Carol Oates A Fair Maiden Hypnotic tale of a strange relationship 

between an old man and a teenage girl. Dark, unpredictable and nasty. 

Judi Picoult My Sister’s Keeper Distraught parents have a third child, 

genetically selected to be a donor for her sister with cancer. Very popular author 

with girls.

Judi Picoult The Pact Two life long friends make a suicide pact when they are 17. 

But only one of them dies with a single gunshot wound to the head.....

Simon Scarrow The Eagle Series Cracking adventure series set in 600AD, 

following a Roman Legion in the last days of the Roman Empire as they battle 

across Europe.

Kathryn Stockett The Help This huge bestseller is a family tale of the coloured 

“help” who work for rich white people and write a book about their lives and jobs.

Carlos Ruiz Zafon Name of the Wind Series Set in the Spanish Civil War, the 

search for a lost book and obscure author becomes a dangerous obsession in this 

amazing thriller.



HORROR NOVELS

Alden Bell Reapers Are the Angels A literary horror novel, about a 15 year old 

girl travelling across America, which is infested with zombies. Breathtakingly good.

Jeff D’Lacey Meat Utterly gripping, and revolting, dystopian horror thriller. A 

factory process meat. But where does it come from?

Chuck Hogan & The Strain Trilogy Nasty and highly imaginative horror novel 

which begins with an Guillermo Del Toro airplane of corpses, with no obvious sign 

of death.......

JA Lindqvist Little Star Totally amazing psychological horror about a strange 

baby with the perfect singing voice. Creepy, bizarre & breathtakingly original.

JA Lindqvist Let the Right One In Terrifying story of vampire children, set in 

Sweden in the 1980s.

Stephen King Salem’s Lot Terrific story about a vampire infestation in a small 

American town.

Stephen King It Sprawling tale of an ancient evil hiding below an American town.

Daniel Kraus Rotters Joey’s father is a master grave robber, and the teen’s 

induction into that underworld society is scored by madness and mayhem. 

Amazing.

Jonathan Maberry Rot & Ruin (Benny Imura Trilogy) In a zombie infested 

world, two brothers hunt zombies, but not for the reasons you may think….. Now a 

heart-stopping trilogy.

Jonathan Maberry Dead of Night Stonkingly good end of the world horror: an 

executed prisoner starts a zombie plague. Gripping, exciting & thrilling to the last 

page.



China Mieville Kraken A Kraken monster cult threatens to end the world. Great 

stuff.

Lauren Myracle Bliss Adjusting to a new school, Bliss befriends Sandy—a gruff, 

troubled girl who may be related to the alluring voices calling from an abandoned 

building.

Adam Nevill Apartment 16 A Young American inherits a dream London flat. 

Only to find out things aren’t what they seem. Genuinely creepy horror novel.

Michelle Paver Dark Matter A group of explorers encounter a dark presence 

when they visit a remote part of Norway.... Haunting study of isolation & paranoia.

Scott Sigler Infected & Contagious Alien parasites infect human hosts with 

triangles that turn them into paranoid killers. This is just the beginning of a major 

threat to humanity.

Scott Sigler Nocturnal Something nasty lurks under the sewers of San Francisco 

& now it’s feeding time! 

THRILLERS

Virginia Andrews Flowers in the Attic Gripping story of four children hidden in 

an attic for endless years in 1970s America. This was a monster hit when first 

released in the 1980s.

Linwood Barclay No Time For Goodbye Super twisty thriller about a teenager 

whose entire family disappears, overnight. Enjoyable page-turner which picks up 

the story years later.

Dan Brown The Da Vinci Code Conspiracy theories surround the Vatican and 

cover ups in the life of Jesus in this page-turning, code-breaking, blockbuster.

Tanya Byrne Heart Shaped Bruise Complex revenge thriller about a girl who 



finds out her father is a gangster & as a result she ends up in a young offenders 

prison.

Harlan Coban Hold Tight A teenager commits suicide, then others disappear, in 

this superb modern thriller. A great intro to adult crime fiction.

Harlan Coban Caught A teenager disappears and a respected teacher is branded 

a pedophile.

Cory Doctorow Little Brother A terrorist attack sees a group of tech- savvy 

teens held by the government. When released they seek a high-tech revenge.

Sissel-Jo Gazan The Dinosaur Feather Danish murder mystery conspiracy 

thriller set in a university which is debating whether birds are the descendants of 

dinosaurs.

T M Jenkins The Waking Superb thriller about a murdered scientist whose head 

is cryogenically frozen, only for him to be revived 200 years later.

Dennis Lehane Shutter Island Multi-layered twister of a thriller set on an island 

prison for the criminally insane. Really entertaining page-turner with a twist ending.

Rosamund Lupton Sister Clever & gripping thriller about two sisters, one of which 

disappears and the other begins to search for her.

Jonathan Maberry Joe Ledger Series - Patient Zero (book 1) Joe Ledger 

works for the US Government. These great thrillers deal with various over the top 

terrorist, end of the world, attacks.

Matias Nespolo Seven Ways to Kill a Cat Powerful urban gang thriller, set in 

Argentina, about a teen sucked into violent gang-life. 

Cormac McCarthy The Road Dark Pulitizer Prize winning novel set in the future 

after an environmental disaster wipes out most of the population.

David Morrell First Blood Survival thriller which was the inspiration for the Rambo 



films.

Stuart Neville The Twelve & Collusion Original thriller set in Northern Ireland, 

when a retired IRA hit-man is followed by the ghosts of the twelve people he 

murdered.

Gordon Reece Mice A bullied teen changes schools, & her status as a victim, after 

she kills someone who breaks into her house.

Tom R Smith Child 44 (Lee Demidov Trilogy) Simply stunning Cold War 

thriller set in Stalinist Russia, a KGB agent tries to solve the murders of 44 children. 

Now a trilogy.

Alice Sebold Lovely Bones Huge selling novel of a murdered girl’s spirit watching 

her family, their lives and her serial killer murderer from her place in heaven.

Alex Scarrow Last Light & Dying Light Genuinely scary action novel, as the oil 

supply in the UK dries up the country descends into anarchy in a matter of days.

Karen W Thompson The Age of Miracles Strange, coming of age novel, in 

which the Earth begins to slow, the days get longer and the world enters a new 

age. 

Jonathan Trigell Boy A Gripping tale of a young man released into society, with a 

new identity, after years in prison for murdering a child.

Frances Zusak The Book Thief One of my favorite ever books. Death takes an 

interest in an orphaned little girl. This Nazi Germany set novel is seeped deep in 

humanity and compassion. One of my favourite ever books.

SHORT STORIES

J G Ballard The Voices of Time Complex series of science fiction short stories.



Ray Bradbury The Illustrated Man Each story in this book represents a tattoo 

on the illustrated man.

Ernest Hemingway Collected Short Stories Short, sharp, observant and 

brilliantly witty, short stories.

Franz Kafka The Transformation and other Stories The title story is the 

best and most famous and is highly recommended. It is as original as it is 

unpleasant.

Stephen King Full Dark, No Stars Cracking collection of four novellas all 

meditating on death, insanity, revenge and retribution. Awesome stuff.

Stephen King Different Season Four legendary novellas, including three filmed: 

“Stand By Me”, “The Shawshank Redemption” and “Apt Pupil”. Masterful writing.

Sara Paretsky A Woman’s Eye Fascinating collection of detective and mystery 

themed short stories by women authors.

MULTICULTURAL: NOVELS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Anita Desai The Village by the Sea Beautiful novel, seen from a child’s 

perspective, of an Asian family growing up by the Indian Ocean.

Faiza Guena Just Like Tomorrow Stunning French novel, in the style of the 

Bridget Jones Diaries, set in the multi-cultural, melting-pot, high-rises of working 

class Paris.

Ting-Xing Le Throwaway Daughter A moving true story of a girl born into a 

well-to-do Chinese family who is despised purely because she is female.

BIOGRAPHIES & AUTOBIOGRAPHIES AND RECOMMENDED NON-

FICTION



Lance Armstrong It’s Not About the Bike Great autobiography of the 

champion cyclist who also recovered from cancer. .

H G Bissinger Friday Night Lights Stunning look at American high school 

football, via a small school in Odessa, Texas, who are previous state chasmpions.

Kirsry Brown My Left Foot This amazing book penetrates deep into the soul. 

Born with cerebal pausley Kirsty learns to write and communicate with his left foot.

Bill Bryson The Lost Continent Bryson explores small town America.

JD Bauby Diving Bell and the Butterfly True story of a handicapped man 

who tells his life story by blinking whilst suffering from “locked in syndrome”.

Henri Charriere Papillion Near mythical true escape story of a convict spending 

20+ years trying to escape from prisons in the French Guyana. Amazing.

Nicole Dryburgh The Way I see It Inspiring true story of a teenage girl battling 

cancer.

Ernesto Guevara The Motorcycle Diaries Diary of Che’s South America trip 

which helped form the political opinions that shaped his later revolutionary life in 

Cuba.

Nick Hornby Fever Pitch Funny autobiographical novel about a fanatical Arsenal 

supporter.

Simon Murray An Englishman in the French Foreign Legion Equally brutal 

and brilliant biography of one of the few foreigners to join the Foreign Legion. .

Joe Simpson Touching the Void Gripping account of two climbers stranded in 

the Andies.

Anthony Swofford Jarhead Fantastic autobiographical account of a soldiers life in 

the modern army around the time of the first Gulf War.


